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PRIORITY DIR INFO PRIORITY BERN CITE GNVA 6313
RYBAT INDEVOUT 3 PBRÜMEN

REF GNVA 6311 (IN 29314)

1. HAD CIRCA TWO AND HALF HOUR MEET WITH SUBJ LATE EVENING 29 FEB. THIS FOLLOWED BY DOUBLE BRUSH MEET LATE EVENING 1 MARCH AT WHICH SUBJ PASSED US AND RCVD BACK DOCUMENT WHICH PHOTOGRAPHED (SEE BELOW).

2. GENERAL COMMENT: SUBJ CHARACTERIZES PRESENT TRIP AS "MOST INTERESTING TO DATE" FROM POINT OF INTEL. WE BELIEVE CONTINUED DEBRIEFING WILL BEAR THIS OUT. SUBJ GREAT FATIGUE AND INEVITABLE SIDE DISCUSSIONS AFTER RETURN FROM HOMELAND LIMITED BOTH LENGTH OF MEETING AND BREADTH AND DEPTH OF INITIAL DEBRIEFING. NEVERTHELESS, WE ABLE COVER SUBSTANTIAL RANGE OF HIGHLY SIGNIFICANT TOPICS.

3. WISH NOTE THAT SITUATION DESCRIBED BY SUBJ, PER BELOW, ON INTERNAL ALIGNMENTS, AND EXTERNAL ATTITUDE ON "SINO-SOVIET STRUGGLE," IS SUBTLE, NUANCED, COMPLICATED, AND "CUBAN" UNDER BEST OF CIRCUMSTANCES AND SUBJ OWN WELL KNOWN COMPLEXITY OF
DELIVERY ADDS FURTHER DIMENSION OF DIFFICULTY. CONSIDERABLE FURTHER DEBRIEFING WILL BE NECESSARY TO GET TOPICS IN FULL PERSPECTIVE. NEVERTHELESS BELIEVE ON BASIS INITIAL DEBRIEFING HAVE UNDERSTOOD ESSENCE OF SITUATION SUFFICIENTLY TO PERMIT INTEL DISSEM. BELIEVE ALSO CONTINUED DEBRIEFING WILL CONFIRM INITIAL IMPRESSION THAT SUBJ HAS SECURED PARTICULARLY VALUABLE INSIGHT INTO TOP LEVEL THINKING SEVERAL IMPORTANT AREAS. WILL MAKE CONTINUED DEBRIEFING TOP PRIORITY CONCERN, BUT UNFORTUNATELY SUBJ MOVEMENT HIGHLY LIMITED BY PRESENCE GNVA OF GROUP OF CUBANS FOR WHO AND OTHER MATTERS AND ANOTHER TOP LEVEL GROUP WILL COMMENCE ARRIVING GNVA CIRCA MARCH FOR UNCAST CONF. WE HOPE BE ABLE BREAK BACK OF PROBLEM WITH CIRCA SIX EIGHT HOUR DEBRIEFING SUBJ PROJECTED FOR 7 MARCH IN ZURI.

4. PERSONAL AND OP HIGHLIGHTS OF MEETING AND DEBRIEFING FOLL:

A. PERSONAL RPT PERSONAL: SUBJ IS ELATED BY FACT OF SUCCESSFUL ROUND TRIP, AND OF TREATMENT ACCORDED HIM HAVA. HE HOWEVER IN STATE OF GROSS FATIGUE AND TEARS OF TIREDNESS WERE ROLLING DOWN HIS CHEEKS WHEN WE TERMINATED MEET. WE MAKING STRONGEST EFFORT PERSUADE HIM GET AWAY ON WEEKENDS, SINCE FEAR HE CANNOT GO ON MUCH LONGER AT PRESENT SEVEN DAY WEEK, NO VACATION SCHEDULE. HE HAS AGREED UTILIZE ZURI DEBRIEFING TRIP FOR AT LEAST THIRTY-SIX HOUR PERSONAL BREATHER.

B. OPERATIONAL RPT OPERATIONAL: SUBJ ENCOUNTERED UNEXPECTED GRAVE RISK DURING HAVA STAY. CIRCA TEN DAYS AFTER ARRIVAL, HE SUDDENLY DENOUNCED AS "COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY" BY FORMER AIDE.
PEDRO GONZALEZ PINEIRO (SEE GNA 5462). DENOUNCEMENT WHICH MADE TO MIN FORN AFFAIRS COLLEGIUM, APPARENTLY RESULT PINEIRO BITTERNESS TOWARDS SUBJ, AGRRAVATED BY RAUL ROA REFUSHAL GRANT PINEIRO DESIRABLE POST FOR WHICH HE REQUESTED BY NAME. EVERYONE FROM ROA ON DOWN RALLIED TO SUBJ, AND PINEIRO HAS NOT YET COME UP WITH SPECIFIC CHARGES. HOWEVER, VIEW GRAVE NATURE CHARGES AND FACT PINEIRO MUST BACK THEM UP OR FACE DISMISSAL AND PERHAPS BANISHMENT TO PROVINCES, SUBJ HAS NOT HEARD LAST OF MATTER AND AT LEAST EXPECTS MUST ANSWER SPECIFIC CHARGES, WHEN FORTHCOMING, IN WRITING.

C. THERE NO QUESTION BUT THAT PINEIRO ACTION NOT RPT NOT REGIME PLOT AGAINST SUBJ. HIS RECALL WAS FOR REASONS STATED BY HAVA IN RECALL CABLE, AND HE GIVEN EXCELLENT TREATMENT. WAS CONSTANTLY CLOSETED WITH ROA, HAD INTERVIEW WITH DORITOS, AND SPOKE AT SESSION PRESIDED OVER BY DORITOS AND ATTENDED BY "CHE" GUEVARA, CARLOS RAFAEL RODRIGUEZ AND ROA, AMONG OTHERS, AT WHICH "MCAST" CONF AND RANGE OF CUBAN EXTERNAL TRADE PROBLEMS WAS TOPIC.

D. SUBJ EXCELLENT POSITION MAY HAVE DRASTIC CONSEQUENCES. HE ESTIMATES MAY BE RECALLED AT SOME POINT TO FILL UPPER LEVEL POST, AND PARTICULARLY CONCERNED THIS REGARD VIEW FACT THAT VICE MINISTER OF FORN TRADE LLOMPART RODRIGUEZ, ONE OF FOUR VICE MINISTERS, BEEN SENT ARGENTINA AS AMBASSADOR AND THIS LEAVING VACANT POST FOR WHICH SUBJ EMINENTLY QUALIFIED. SUBJ AT OP MEETING SERVED LOW KEY BUT EMPHATIC NOTICE HE WILL NOT ACCEPT PCS ASSIGNMENT HAVA "AT ANY PRICE." WE DID NOT DEEM MOMENT SUITABLE FOR DETAILED EXPLORATION WHICH CAN AWAIT TERMINATION PRESSING INTEL DEBRIEFING.
A. CASTRO TRIP MOSCOW: TRIP MADE PRIMARILY TO GAIN USSR ECONOMIC AID, SECONDARILY TO SHOW PSP "OLD GUARD" THEY NO LONGER NECESSARY IN CASTRO DEALINGS WITH USSR. SOVIEIT AID ACCURATELY DESCRIBED IN PRESS REPORTS.

B. CUBAN/US RELATIONS AND GUANTANAMO: CASTRO SINCERELY DESIRES NEGOTIATE DETENTE WITH US. CONCERNED PRES JOHNSON WILL NOT FOLLOW KENNEDY COURSE WHICH "MIGHT HAVE LED TO NEGOTIATIONS." KRUSHCHEV IN MOSCOW CONVINCED CASTRO "CARIBBEAN PEACE" WORKS TO CUBAN ADVANTAGE AND MUST BE STRENGTHENED. IN ADDITION, CASTRO CONVINCED CUBAN PROSPERITY NOT ACHIEVABLE WITH SOV AID ALONE. HE INFURITATED BECAUSE "FISHING BOAT" INCIDENT CONSTITUTEO OBSTACLE TO BETTERMENT US CUBAN RELATIONS, BUT PRESTIGE FORCED HIM TAKE SOME ACTION. IN CUTTING GUANTANAMO WATER, APPARENTLY CHOSE ACTION LEAST LIKELY TO ESCALATE. ONE ALTERNATIVE CONSIDERED AND ABANDONED WAS FIRING AT "U-2" FLIGHTS, WHICH CUBANS APPARENTLY ABLE TRACK.

C. LATIN AMERICA: CASTRO CONVINCED KRUSHCHEV WILL NOT SUPPORT REVOLUTION IN LATIN AMERICA, VIEW DESIRE MAINTAIN STATUS QUO WITH ODYONE. CASTRO HAS TOLD LATIN AMERICAN AMBASSADORS HAVA HE WILL STOP ACTIVITY AGAINST ALL L.A. COUNTRIES IF LATTER WILL RECIPROCATE. ROA BELIEVES THIS SERIOUS OFFER.

D. SINO SOVIET STRUGGLE: VERY COMPLICATED. EXTERNALLY, IN ESSENCE, CASTRO BELIEVES CHICOMS RIGHT IN CLAIMING USSR BETRAYING ORTHODOX COMMUNIST DOCTRINES, BUT CHICOMS ARE "FARCEURS" WHO HAVE NOTHING SUBSTANTIAL TO OFFER CUBA OR UNDERDEVELOPED WORLD. HENCE FOR PRAGMATIC REASONS CUBA SUPPORTING SOVIET COURSE. CHE GUEVARA IS
Strongest "pro-Chinese." Internally, Fidelistas while committed Marxism-Leninism, determined it will be along Cuban rather than "Russian" line and struggle under way on this issue.

E. PSP "old guard": Castro convinced they still conspiring against him and that Carlos Rafael Rodriguez is and has been "anti-Fidelista" leader. Campaign to discredit and further diminish influence "old guard" currently under way.

F. Internal economic: Major preoccupation of regime, both to maintain popular support and to demonstrate "independence from russification," is to satisfy consumer needs and categorically resist classic Eastern European pattern of "sacrifice to construct socialism."

G. UNCTAD and ForN trade: Unable debrief subj this topic due his sudden succumbing to fatigue as we about commence. However via 1 March Brush meets secured and photographed circa hundred page report of Vice Minister ForN trade Maldonado on talks on UNCTAD with European orbit members January 64. Pouching film fraN 3 March with cable instructions expedite movement to MKtopaz, develop, send prints priority basis directly to Hqs.

6. Pouching further details para four. Intel cables follow on para five items. Pls note, intend in further debriefing cover many areas aside from those included para 5, which all that time permitted.
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CS comment: * cable is more than a year old.